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TerraPACe is a dynamic innovative electronic patient report system that has 
been designed in conjunction with leading UK emergency clinicians.

TerraPACe is a software based application for emergency services such as A&E and 
frontline emergency vehicles. The primary role of  TerraPACe is to capture all the clinical 
treatment, patient symptoms and drugs administered by the ambulance clinicians prior to 
the arrival at hospital.  Designed by leading UK emergency clinicians and based on the 
latest JRCALC recommendations the system has been extensively tested and re�ned by 
actual users to be as intuitive and user friendly as possible.  

The application creates an electronic patient report form which allows Trusts to exchange and 
report patient information. Paramedics can capture details of patient treatments and view 
prescription history, known allergies, demographic information and palliative care details.

The TerraPACe  application is platform agnostic, which can be operated on any Windows,
iOS  or Android device. TerraPACe can be adapted and customised to meet individual Trust 
needs providing a system which can be adapted to the Trusts Business Rules.
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TerraPACe Stages
 Incident log
 Primary survey screens (expected for all patients)
 Secondary survey screens and other clinical information screens
 Recording of clinical monitoring
 Reference materials including JRCALC, & Trust speci�c guidelines
 Recording of consent / refusal
 Di�erent forms of transfer including printing, e-transfer
 ‘Closure’ of form �lling via the AMPDS diagnostic codes
 Requirements for mandatory �elds 

Bene�ts of TerraPACe
 The Trust own the data
 Trust can generate any report - extensive reporting facility
 Reports can be summarised into
  - nationality
  - by division
  - by station
  - by individual
 Simple user interface
 Interaction via �nger touch
 Large buttons organised to follow work�ow patterns
 Touch screen keyboard and detailed data entry
 Auto population of data �elds where possible
 Platform independent - any ruggedised PC
 Bespoke
 Connection to in-vehicle systems
 Developed in collaboration with Ambulance Trusts

Features of TerraPACe
 A UK based o�ering, fully supported by Terra�x
 Designed FOR paramedics BY paramedics 
 Proven Technology
 Not tied to any other equipment supplier such as de�b manufacturers,
 but can utilise data if available
 Designed for ease of use
 Follows operational work�ow
 Customised for each Trust 
 Links to incident management systems providing automatic creation 
 and population of patient reports
 Data can be transmitted to base as  ‘pre alert’ messages for hospital
 Data base updated at close of incident or end of shift
 Import and export facilities with other clinical data bases
 Major application updates every 6 months
 Operational procedures and notices updated over air
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